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A Map of Ecological Threats

During their Geography lessons, the students of the 8th form (teacher
Svajūnas Gaigalas) compiled a map of ecological threats. Working in
groups or individually, the students on the map of Lithuania marked the
places where ecological threats were encountered due to the
civilization and industry. Students' works are exhibited in school spaces
and in the Geography Room.
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A MAP OF ECOLOGICAL THREATS IN 
SLOVENIA

1 national park

3 regional parks

44 nature parks

52 natural reservations

1,217 natural monuments



THE  TRIGLAV  NATIONAL  PARK

• located in the Julian Alps area



The pressure from tourism represents a very serious threat to the park. What used to be a relatively 
isolated region, before World War II, has been transformed in the last fifty years in a popular resort area, 
with summer homes, infrastructures for winter sports and traffic jams. The institution of the national 
park, in 1981, has managed to reduce and somehow control the expansion of residential and tourist 
infrastructures. However the pressure from visitors, in particular during the week ends, represents an 
unresolved threat, in particular for the areas in which the peatbogs are present.

http://ec.europa.eu/environment/life/project/Projects/index.cfm?fuseaction=search.dspPage&n_proj_id

=1759



THE HIGHEST MOUNTAIN IN SLOVENIA-
TRIGLAV



GLACIER  LAKES



WATERFALLS



CLEAN  STREAMS



FLORA

• EDELWEISS

• ALPINE POPPY

• ZOIS BELLFLOWER



FAUNA

• CHAMOIS

• IBEX

• WOOD GROUSE



• SOČA TROUT



NOTRANJSKA  REGIONAL  PARK



Threat 1: Abandoning of meadow mowing by local landowners.

Threat 2: modified watercourses

https://lifeslovenija.si/wp-content/uploads/2018/05/LIFEkonferenca2018-LIFE-

Cerkni%C5%A1ko-jezero.pdf



INTERMITTENT  LAKE  AND  WET  GRASSLANDS



UNDERGROUND 
KARST 

WORLD



WOLF



LYNX



BROWN 
BEAR



SWAMP BIRDS

GREAT BITTERN CORNCRAKE



POSTOJNA  CAVE



OLM / PROTEUS



LJUBLJANA  MARSHES



“Agriculture has intensified in the past decade. The grasslands 
were mowed too early and too often, the fields were expanded 

and there is too much fertilizer use and grazing; at the same time 
important areas have become overgrown and some plants are in 

danger of extinction. That has an impact on wildlife.”

https://eeagrants.org/News/2017/The-butterflies-that-disappeared





CHESS  FLOWER

PEAT MOSS









SEČOVLJE  SALTWORKS



Possible threat

Sea level rise is a significant consequence of climate change. Alongside human 
development, sea level rise highly impacts marine-coastal environments and societies, 
contributing to the loss of coastal lowlands, increased damage from flooding to built-

up zones and infrastructures, as well as loss of economy in many areas worldwide (e.g., 
Jeftic et al., 1996; Cooper et al., 2008). During the 21th century, global average sea 

level is expected to rise considerably faster that in the 20th, even if a common 
conclusion from all the coupled atmospheric-ocean general circulation models is that 

sea level change will be far from uniform (Gregory et al. 2001; IPCC, 2007).





KOZJANSKO  REGIONAL  PARK



The meadow orchards at Kozjansko are within a Natura 2000 area, 
proclaimed to protect important bird species in Europe. One such 
endangered species is the Eurasian wryneck (Jynx torquilla), which builds 
its nests in the crowns of old fruit trees. The use of pesticides and 
insecticides would directly threaten this species.







DRY  GRASSLANDS



ORCHARD  MEADOWS



FIELDS  AND  VINEYARDS



EURASIAN WRYNECK



BUKOV  AND ALPSKI KOZLIČEK



BEE – EATER  IN  A  SANDPIT



ORCHIDS



BUTTERFLIES



Students: 

Katja Žurej, Tamara Kos, Mihaela Krajnc, Maja Krajnčič
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●The data presented about

deforestation in Italy, are good... 

indeed, more than good!:)

●In our peninsula, in the last twenty

years the forest heritage has risen by 

1.7 milion hectares!

Deforestation in Italy



Rivers, lakeand coasts pollution

●As regards the pollution of freshwaters and coastlines, 

the situation is still critical :( because of the chemicals

and wastes that we voluntarily or inadvertently cause.



Extinction of some species in Italy
The most important species of the territory that requiring urgent 

interventions with precise conservation strategies are:

The grey wolf The white partridge

The 

brown 

bear 

marsicano

The otter
The sardinian deer

The Bonelli's eagle



Student: Irene Salvaggianni class 3 F


